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Dear New York Candidate

Please complete and return this survey ot issues related to the New York state
response to the Covid crisis and vaccine policy.

Your answers will be posted on the website of the Children's Health Defense NY
(ny.childrenshealthdefense.orq. and
distributed to our ΙΟΟ,.ΟΟ email subscribers in New York.

.childrenshealthdefensenv.orq١ as well as

As you can see, Yes/No answers are acceptable but please provide more information
when possible on these complex issues.

Thank you for your time and attention to these important matters. If you have any
questions, or to return the completed survey, reach out to:

John Gilmore ¡ohn.qilmore@childrenshealthdefense.orq

or

Michael Kanemichael.kane@childrenshealthdefense.orq

Sincerely.

Children’s Health Defense NY

Chl!dren's Health Deiense NY
PO Box 303, Long Beach NY, 11561
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New York Candidates Surrey

New York Legislators 2022

Vaccine Rights Survey for NY Legislators

1. Do you agree that Co٧Id-19 vaccines should be required to attend school?

yes

2. Do you agree that the state, employers or schools should be able to tell adults
what vaccines they must take?

3. Who should make vaccination decisions for minor children?
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4. Do you agree that giving minors vaccines without parental knowledge or
consent should be allowed?

Θ،١

5. Do you agree with continuing the Covld state of Emergency?

ؤجااةجلا

6. Do you support vaccine passports?

/١Òyes

7. Do you agree that adults sliould be forced to provide their vaccination records
to a State database?

Ch؛!d٢en's Heath Defense NY
PO Box 303, long Beach NY, 11561
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8. Do you support restoring the religious exemption tor ٧acclnes for Κ-12
schools?
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9. Do you agree that employees fired for not getting the Covld shot should be
rehlred with back pay?

/ no

19. Do you agree that Covld vaccines should continue to be mandatory to attend
SUNY or CUNY?
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Children's Health Defense NY
PO Box 3٥3, long Beach NY, 11561


